Basketball Team Wins First Game by Close Margin

Alumni Lead for Most of Game But Lost in the Last Quarter

O'Brien Leads Scoring

In a close and well-fought game marked by thrilling individual and team play, the alumni basketball team defeated the Alumni 40-35 last night in the Hangar. Captain O'Brien of the varsity was the high scorer of the evening, accounting for nineteen of the varsity's points, while Fred Feustel, '33, led the Alumni with twelve.

At the very beginning of the game O'Brien showed that he intended to score heavily by taking the tap-off from Bob McIver, turning quickly, and driving a perfect pass to Bob Gaughan, who very quickly laid up the ball and made the first tall of the game. From then on the game was well-contested with the middle of the half, the Alumni were ahead by means of spectacular long shots, and the defense.

Alumni Lead for Most of Game

RIFLEMEN LOSE

In the three complete matches to date, the Technology gunners have met defeat twice and have won one. They have met the Engineers at the hands of the Marines from the Charlestown Navy Yard and by the Garden City Rifle Club, the range record being broken in both cases. The victory was at the expense of the T.P.C. Club, a combination between the Technology and the Engineers, and is due to the skill of Captain Willie Pope and the men for practice for the meet with Lowell Textile next week.

Grapplers Hold Final Trials

Team Faces Harvard Rowing; Coach Rights Confident of Victory

Final tryouts for the Harvard wrestling meet took Saturday afternoon with George O'Brien selecting the members of the varsity team to make any comments on the team list and pointed out that the training would show up well. Fear of the consequences, Clark, Beswick, Fidlon, and Graham, are taking part on the varsity for the first time, the others are returners from last year. Because of the scarcity of men for the varsity team, there will be regular matches with Harvard, but the members will hold informal bouts with the Harvard men. The team expects to elect a captain tomorrow for the meet tomorrow is as follows:

Rifleman Lose Twice to Date

In the three complete matches to date, the Technology gunners have met defeat twice and have won one. They have met the Engineers at the hands of the Marines from the Charlestown Navy Yard and by the Garden City Rifle Club, the range record being broken in both cases. The victory was at the expense of the T.P.C. Club, a combination between the Technology and the Engineers, and is due to the skill of Captain Willie Pope and the men for practice for the meet with Lowell Textile next week.